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Though not surprising to me, it is a matter of regret to note that DoT is taking the very same 

negative attitude towards the absorbed BSNL employees and pensioners. Some officersin 

Sanchar Bhavan have a wrong notion that BSNL staff and retirees get higher Pay and Pension 

than their counter-parts in central services with same length of service. The fact is that whatever 

the benefit derived from corporatization in 2000 has disappeared soon by way of reduced 

quantum of dearness allowance all these 18 years.  

 

Central Govt pensioners got 50% DA merged from April 2004; BSNL Pensioners got that 

benefit only from 10-6-2013. 

 

Central Govt pensioners got pension revision from January 2006; BSNL Pensioners got pension 

revision from January 2007. 

 

Central govt. pensioners got pension revision again from 2016; BSNL pensioners are still 

waiting for it.  

 

Central Govt pensioners got the benefit of Third option with concordance Table; BSNL 

pensioners are denied that. 

 

All benefits from corporatization have disappeared in the thin air.  

 

Amount drawn as pay or pension cannot be basis for taking policy decisions on revision.A DDG 

is getting higher Pay than his Director or AGM.Does it mean that DDG should not get pay 

revision?A retired DDG is getting higher amount as pension than those retired as Director or 

AGM.Should that retired DDG not get pension revision? Anybody should get the pay revision or 

pension revision as per the rule of the land. There are judgements from the Apex Court. 

 

Few weeks back one Director in Sanchar Bhavan wrote a letter asking CMD BSNL to tell how 

BSNL is going to raise funds to meet the expenses for pay revision.When brought the matter to 

notice of the Secretary Telecom, it was propagated that “madam was angry over it and fired the 

Director and the letter would be withdrawn”. Nothing was withdrawn. 

 

Now, a much worse letter is gone from Sanchar Bhavan to CMD BSNL. 

 

With whose permission such letters are going? 

Who takes decisions on such important matters? 

 

 

It is high time for the Minister to intervene. 

Minister should not allow any particular officer in his ministry spoil the future of lakhs of people 

serving and retired. 

 

BSNL staff unions and Pensioners organizations should come out of any illusion about „noble 

hearts‟ in Sanchar Bhavan . 

 

 

......................................... It is my personal view…… PSR 
 


